Global synchronization analysis for complex networks with time varying coupling delay is investigated in this paper. The delay considered in this paper is time-varying. Sufficient conditions depending on the time delay are given based on Lyapunov functional, linear matrix inequality and Kronecker product technique. We find that the conditions are dependent on the bounds of both time-delay and its derivative, and the derivative of the time-varying delay can be any value in the bounds. Finally, a numerical example is given to validate the effectiveness of the obtained results.
Introduction
Dynamical recurrent neural networks are used extensively in classification of patterns, associative memories and optimization [1] [2] etc. In these networks, there also exist more complicated dynamics, therefore, the theory of complex networks has become a focal research topic and attracted a great deal of attention in various fields. Recent years have witnessed an increasing interest in complex networks from the science and technology communities [3] [4] .
Recently, it is found that synchronization is one of the most important dynamical properties of complex networks and has been extensively investigated in different ways [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . In [5] , u L   and Chen considered a dynamical network and gave the conditions for local synchronization. Because of the network traffic congestions as well as the finite speed of signal transmission over the links, time delays occur commonly in complex networks. Therefore, Li, and
Chen [6] improved the models with no delays, the case with constant coupling delays is considered, and they also analyzed the Synchronization problem [7] .
However, in many real-world networks time delay is varying, therefore time varying coupling delays are considered in [8] [9] . By using free-weighting matrices, some synchronization criteria for general complex dynamical networks with time-varying delays are proposed. However, the computation is huge, and there are a large amount of variables in the condition.
Moreover, in order to derive the synchronization condition, in some papers [6] [7] [8] [9] , the time-varying delay ) (t  is usually confined to     ) ( 0 t (lower bound of the delay is zero.), and the derivative is restricted less than 1. Therefore, how to improve the system performance by removing the redundant variables and reducing computation still remain unsolved. Motivated by the mentioned discussions, we study the synchronization problems for general complex networks with time varying delay. Using different Lyapunov functionals given, the synchronization criteria derived turn out to be less conservative.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
in Section 2, the investigated system is formulated and some lemmas and notations are given. In Section 3, the conditions for synchronization are derived. In Section 4, a numerical example is presented to demonstrate the effectiveness and the advantage of the proposed method.
Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 5.
Problem formulations
Suppose the nodes are coupled with states
then the dynamic neural networks (DNNs) of general form can be described by
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is the state vector of the i -th network at time t . The functions
is sufficiently smooth nonlinear vector fields, and
is the external input vector; 
.
Assumption (H2)
The outer-coupling configuration matrices of the complex networks satisfy: 
Based on Assumption (H2), system (1) can be rewritten as the following form:
The initial conditions of (2) are given by
and in order to simplify we set l G ii  . Remark 1: The constants
in assumption H3 are allowed to be any value. Then, most of the previous results in similar networks are just special cases of this assumption, which means that the activation functions are more general than that of other work.
Combining with the sign of Kronecker product, model (2) can be rewritten as:
Definition1 [10] : Dynamical networks (3) is said to be global exponential synchronization, if for any initial conditions
and  denotes the Euclidean norm. Lemma 1 Let  denote the notation of Kronecker product. Then, the following relationships hold
Lemma 3[12]
For any constant matrix
and a vector
MAIN RESULTS
In this the section, by utilizing the improved techniques used in [13] , we obtain the following global exponential synchronization criterion for system (3) .
Theorem 1: For given c, 0 ) (  t  , and supposing that
, such that the following LMIS hold for all 
Then system in (3) is global exponential synchronization. Proof: We construct the Lyapunov-Krasovskii functional as follows:
along the trajectories of system (3), from Lemma1 and Lemma2, we have
Using Lemma 1, we have
On the other hand, based on the approach in [13] , and using ] ) 
Adding up (8)-(13) from both sides, we have 
Following theorm2, we have 0
Furthermore, based on the proof in [9] , there exist two positive scalars
.By Definition 1, therefore system (3) is global exponential synchronization. Then end the proof. Remark 2. In [6] [7] [8] [9] , the authors studied the synchronization of an array of linearly coupled networks with constant coupling delay or time-varying coupling delay, and the derivative of the time-varying delay is confined to be less than 1. We remove this restrictive and the derivative of the time-varying delay can be any value.
Remark 3:
During the estimation, 
